Start by signing in to www.ixl.com:

Username                         Password

Then, complete the activities below.

**Diagnostic Arena**
- Answer 10 questions in the diagnostic arena
  The Real-Time Diagnostic will reveal your levels in six math strands and four language arts strands as you answer a few questions.
- Check out your diagnostic stats
  Which strands are your strongest and weakest? (You may need to keep diagnosing to narrow down your levels.)

**Recommendations Wall**
- Pick a recommended skill
  Your wall shows a huge selection of skills chosen just for you. Which skill looks most interesting?
- Answer 10 questions
  You'll also see recommended skills as you practice! If you get stuck, check out the supporting skills at the bottom of the page.

**Skill List**
- Pick a skill from Math or English language arts
  There are hundreds of skills that you can learn. Which skill did you choose?
- Reach a SmartScore of 70
  Questions will become increasingly challenging—answer them correctly to increase your SmartScore! If you get one wrong, be sure to learn from the explanation.

**Bonus Points!**
- Win 1 award
  Go to Awards to see what you need to do on IXL to win the next award. What did you win?
- Check out Analytics
  Analytics gives you insight on the progress you've made. How many questions have you answered so far?